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Despite major advances in evolutionary theories, some aspects of evolution
remain neglected: whether evolution: would come to a halt without abiotic
change; is unbounded and open-ended; or is progressive and something
beyond ﬁtness is maximized. Here, we discuss some models of [306_TD$IF]ecology and
evolution and argue that ecological change, resulting in Red Queen dynamics,
facilitates (but does not ensure) innovation. We distinguish three forms of openendedness. In weak open-endedness, novel phenotypes can occur indeﬁnitely.
Strong open-endedness requires the continual appearance of evolutionary
novelties and/or innovations. Ultimate open-endedness entails an indeﬁnite
increase in complexity, which requires unlimited heredity. Open-ended innovation needs exaptations that generate novel niches. This can result in new
traits and new rules as the dynamics unfolds, suggesting that evolution is not
fully algorithmic.

Trends
Biological evolution appears to be
open-ended, but models of evolution
have so far failed to account for this
phenomenon.
Open-endedness minimally requires
generating novel phenotypes, but
stronger forms entail the continual
appearance of evolutionary novelties
and innovations.
A sensible picture of evolution should
describe unfolding of the state space,
and not merely its occupancy.
State-space unfolding crucially rests
on the appearance of exaptations that
are neither prestatable nor orderable.
Hence, a predictive theory of openended evolution might be impossible.

A Serious but [307_TD$IF]Not Hopeless Situation

Charles Darwin closed the ﬁrst edition of the Origin of Species ([1] p. 490) with one of the bestknown passages of all biology, beautifully summarizing the two basic pillars of his theory:
descent with modiﬁcation and the power of natural selection to ‘produce higher animals’ and
‘endless forms most beautiful’ from a ‘simple beginning’. Many still feel uncertain about whether
the production of higher animals would indeed (even indirectly) follow, simply because a
quantitative theory of macroevolutionary change is in its infancy. Recent investigations [2,3]
reopen the case, and perhaps Pandora’s box with it. Relevant questions revolve around the
following: (i) halting (see Glossary): whether evolution, given no externally forced abiotic
change, would come to a halt [2] (Figure 1A); (ii) open-endedness: whether evolution is, in
some sense, unbounded [3] and able to discover a potentially inﬁnite diversity of phenotypes
(Figure 1B); and (iii) progress: whether something beyond ﬁtness, such as a measure of
complexity (although it is not obvious whether this can exist), is maximized in evolution [3]
(Figure 1C). We argue that answers to these questions cannot all be mutually independent [308_TD$IF]
(see Outstanding Questions).
We are interested in the open-ended evolution of materialized, rather than abstract, Darwinian
populations. Thus, we assume that, in the population, there are always units of evolution sensu
Maynard Smith [4] that can multiply, show inheritance (like begets like) and variability (heredity is
not exact). In silico models interest us to the extent that they can inform about Darwinian
evolution on Earth or possibly elsewhere. Our goal here is to connect seemingly unrelated
aspects of various discussions to facilitate conceptual advances in the theory of evolution.

Would Evolution Come to a Halt without Abiotic Change?
Van Valen [5] proposed decades ago that species go extinct at a constant rate due to
antagonistic coevolution under a zero-sum game assumption. This is the famous Red Queen
mechanism, allegedly supported by the fact that consumable resources are ﬁnite (e.g., a unit of
nitrogen consumed by one species will be unavailable to all the others). The lag load, which
measures how far a population is from a local adaptive peak, is a useful concept to determine
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under which conditions the Red Queen prevails: a non-zero lag load implies continuous
evolution.
A quantitative analysis [6] of Red Queen Dynamics assumed two variables: (i) average lag of
different coevolving species; and (ii) species number. One possible outcome was maximum
diversity and zero lag load and the other was intermediate species diversity with a constant
non-zero lag load, implying Red Queen coevolution. In the latter case, species constantly turn
over even without external abiotic forcing. A Red Queen type of evolution is compatible, but
does not by itself guarantee open-endedness. Nordbotten and Stenseth introduced ecology
explicitly [2]. They presented a deterministic, continuous-time ecological model in which the
variable under consideration is n(x,t), the density of individuals with phenotype x (in multidimensional space) at time t. An isolated peak at x represents a morphological species.
Heredity is not exact: an individual at x can give rise to individual x[309_TD$IF]0 , which translates into
a diffusion term along x; this is the only ‘genetics’ in the model. Reproduction is asexual.
Interaction [310_TD$IF]a(x,x0 ) and a(x0 ,x) and between individuals with phenotype x and x0 can be positive
and negative in both directions. Parasitism and predation are asymmetric by deﬁnition,
whereas competition and mutualism might or might not have symmetric components. In
short, the insight is that asymmetric interactions favor the Red Queen. There is no recombination in the model and, therefore, species are merely emerging density clusters. Such
‘species’ are free to emerge anywhere in the multidimensional phenotype space. As such,
‘species’ are not a priori deﬁned and it is important to see that the Red Queen can prevail
without unbounded ecological interactions. (Note that such investigations are different from
those analyzing the fossil record for empirical evidence to determine whether long-term
evolution is abiotically triggered [7–9].)

Red Queen and Sex
There are other models for which the Red Queen metaphor is implied, such as in models for the
maintenance of sex [31_TD$IF](naturally including recombination), where host–parasite coevolution can
lead to endless antagonistic coevolution [312_TD$IF][10]; even though there is no recombination to shufﬂe
alleles in the model discussed here, there is a crucial difference: new species do not arise in the
models of sex. Symmetry in competitive interactions is compatible with the original zero-sum
assumption [5]. Since asymmetry is not unlikely in competition, and any (even moderately
evolved) biota is expected to have parasitism and possibly predation, the inference is that the
Red Queen (Figure 1B) is more likely than stasis (Figure 1A). The message for models that seek
to produce open-endedness is that continuous, multidimensional phenotype spaces, together
with diverse asymmetric interactions (especially parasitism and predation) and emergent
species, are necessary for (and possibly also enabling) its evolutionary appearance without
external environmental forcing. Stasis, by deﬁnition, is no solution.

Environmental Fluctuations and Drift Result in Continued Change
Two other factors to consider for Red Queen dynamics are ﬂuctuating selection and genetic
drift, which in turn require rethinking Wrightian [11] versus Simpsonian [12] views of ﬁtness
landscapes [13] (Box 1). Over the mid- to long-term, environmental shifts are expected [14], as
is divergence by genetic drift [11]. Either way, local environments can change biotically and/or
abiotically. Under ﬂuctuating selection, organisms can maintain a nearly optimal ﬁtness, but
their traits will ﬂuctuate in time as a result [15], possibly with notable divergence [16]. This is
observed in extant populations, such as Darwin’s ﬁnches, whose phenotypic traits strongly
correlate with seed morphology, but ﬂuctuate in unpredictable directions [17], as well as in the
fossil record [9]. We expect drift ﬂuctuations due to transient alleles to keep the populations
near a phenotypic optimum [18], which could be partly determined by other competing
populations. Paleontological analyses support both kinds of ﬂuctuation, namely directional
change and ﬂuctuations around an optimal value (i.e., stasis [9]). The data suggest that stasis is

Glossary
Adaptive landscape: graphical
metaphor used to visualize the
relationship between genotypes
(phenotypes) and ﬁtness.
Adjacent possible: an expanding
map of all the ways in which the
present can expand from elementary
modiﬁcations and combinations of
existing entities, with respect to a set
of generative operations (in biology
mutation and recombination, for
example). It is a dynamic concept in
the sense that the boundaries of the
adjacent possible can grow and
continuously deﬁne new boundaries.
Combinatorial complexity:
designates a phenomenon of
exponential (or combinatorial)
increase in the search space with the
increase of the dimensionality of a
problem. The curse of dimensionality
is characteristic of chemistry
evolution and adaptive algorithms.
Exaptation: a trait that has evolved
by natural selection for one use, and
that is later useful for another usage.
Finite-sample ﬂuctuations:
variation in allele or type frequencies
resulting from randomly choosing a
ﬁnite subpopulation from another,
possibly derived, parental population.
Halting: originally refers to the
Turing’s halting problem, also related
to Gödel’s incompleteness theorem.
Some well-deﬁned questions in
mathematics or computer science
cannot be established by any
effective procedure for answering
questions. One such question is:
‘which machine computations
eventually terminate with a deﬁnitive
result, and which machine
computations continue forever
without a deﬁnitive answer’? This
question cannot be decided for any
individual universal machine.
Innovation: heritable changes in the
identity of a character that
distinguishes ancestral from
descendant species as a result of
the implementation of a new
function.
Lag load: relative decrease in the
average ﬁtness of a population
compared with the ﬁtness it would
have if the average allele frequencies
had matched the current
environmental conditions.
Nonalgorithmic: algorithms as
procedures can be expressed by a
ﬁnite set of instructions written in a
formal language that yield outputs by
computation. A process that includes
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Box 1. Wrightian Genetic and Simpsonian Phenotypic Adaptive Landscapes
Wright introduced the adaptive landscape [70] metaphor as a mathematical description to visualize evolution. Aimed
at explaining macroevolutionary patterns in the fossil record, paleontologist G.G. Simpson [12] adapted Wright’s
landscapes to represent phenotypes, fundamentally altering its original interpretation. Both landscapes render explanations consonant with each other, and constitute an underlying fabric for evolution. Yet, they operate very differently.
Whereas Wright devised his theory assuming a static landscape to explain the fate of populations under genetic drift,
Simpson envisioned a dynamic version explaining phenotypic innovations across species. Wright’s landscape is
constant (at least during the timescales of ﬁxation of alleles), describing adaptation to a speciﬁc environment, whereas
Simpson’s landscape is, by deﬁnition, changeable over macroevolutionary times, describing how said changes direct
innovation [12]. (Wright was himself concerned about such a static view, which became widespread in population
genetics.) Simpson envisioned landscape transformations as resulting from both genetic variation and environmental
change, in what mathematically could be described as structural changes (e.g., [71] chapter 5), which are not
necessarily continuous [72–74] [30_TD$IF](Table I).
Despite these unclear and nonobvious connections between both landscapes, there is hope for resolution considering:
(i) that Wrightian landscapes can be dynamical [54,75,76]; (ii) that there is a consistent relationship between genetic and
phenotypic spaces [54,77,78]; and there are applications to (iii) ﬂuctuating selection [79] and (iv) moving optima [76].
Further connections between microevolution and macroevolution [13] are suggested by phenotypic landscapes in
quantitative genetics [54,77,78], reminiscent of the Simpsonian description, and from the theory of speciation through
Dobzhansky-Müller incompatibilities [44] explaining divergence by isolation.

Table [301_TD$IF]1. [{(Table I)}] Differences between Wrightian and Simpsonian [302_TD$IF]Adaptive Landscapes
Feature

Wrightian

Simpsonian

Maps

Genotype to ﬁtness

Phenotype to ﬁtness

Dynamics

Typically static

Inherently dynamical

Describes

Adaptation

Innovation

Structural stability

Stable

Not stable

Timescales

Fixation times

Speciation times

more pervasive, but both modes predict a similar average change, irrespective of whether it is
directional or around an optimum.

Is Evolution Open-Ended?
Researchers have been wondering about the possibility of open-ended (unbounded) evolution.
A ﬁne distinction is required: continual evolution is not necessarily open-ended and neither
endless cycling nor drift ﬂuctuations introduce novelty in the long run (Figure 1B). The
Nordbotten-Stenseth model [2] belongs to this category because the phenotype space is
bounded and population densities cannot explode: any part of the state space is potentially
visited an inﬁnite number of times (the model in [6] was not meant to imply ever-recurring
species). Open-endedness needs a head-on attack.

Insights from Artiﬁcial Life
A sensible approach to open-ended evolution is the ‘attainability of an indeﬁnite variety of
phenotypes through the evolutionary process’ (T.J. Taylor, From artiﬁcial evolution to artiﬁcial
life, PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1999, https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/
361). We call this ‘weak open-endedness’ for reasons that will become clear shortly. Many
would agree that Earth’s biosphere has (so far) shown signs of open-ended evolution (perhaps
critically facilitated by abiotic changes). Classical models of evolution are unable to deal with this
issue. Hence, researchers have turned to the domain of Artiﬁcial Life (ALife), including the
pioneering works of Barricelli beginning in 1957 [19–21], followed by those of Ray [22,23], and
Adami and colleagues [24,25]. (Banzhaf et al. ([26] and references therein) address past ALife
approaches together with several methodological and modeling issues). None of these models
has shown open-ended evolutionary capacity so far: the appearance of novelties is plateauing
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noncomputable operations or
functions is, by deﬁnition,
nonalgorithmic. Also, procedures that
will not halt are not computable. In
biology, if the genotype–phenotype
‘map’ is not self-contained, then the
state of an organism, in particular of
its ﬁtness, is not computable. Thus,
in general, evolution cannot obey an
equation of motion.
Novelty: de novo appearance of a
new or signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of a
pre-existing body part. Such
modiﬁcations might or might not be
associated with innovations.
Open-endedness: the capacity of
an evolving system to continuously
generate novel phenotypes,
innovations and novelties, and new
levels of organization (with increased
complexity).
Prestatability: in statistical
mechanics, when considering a liter
volume of gas, three numbers give
the position of each particle and
three numbers its momentum. For N
particles, 6 N numbers give the
current position and momenta of all
N particles. The phase space of the
system is the set of all possible
positions and momenta of the
particles. This phase space is entirely
prestatable. In classical physics, the
phase space of the system is always
prestatable, which is a condition for
writing laws of motion for the
system, such as Newton’s laws. By
contrast, there is in general no
prestatable phase space for
biological and economic evolution,
thus no dynamical laws for these
processes.
Progress: in evolution, this refers to
a putative model suggesting that
evolutionary change results in the
monotonous increase of a certain
property (potentially other than
ﬁtness, e.g., complexity), toward
some predetermined goal. Modern
evolutionary biologists do not
support this idea.
Red Queen: a model suggesting
that organisms will be forced to
continuously adapt via
countermeasures to the environment
that has changed as the result of the
evolution of other organisms.
Stasis: apparent lack of change in
the morphology of a species during
its prolonged evolutionary history.
Unlimited heredity: property of
evolutionary units that the number of
possible heritable types is not upperbounded. In practice, it is realized
when the number of possible types

through the simulations [26,27] (T.J. Taylor, PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1999). Taylor
(T.J. Taylor, PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1999) offers a list of reasons for this limitation:
lack of explicit theoretical grounding; predeﬁned organism structure; restricted ecological
interactions; no competition for matter and energy; and individual ‘organisms’ are typically
encoded self-reproducing algorithms (rather than models of organisms resting on organized
physical and chemical interactions). Although the Avida system considers a restricted form of
multiple resource utilization [28], this allows adaptive radiation but not ongoing open-ended
evolution. The CHIMERA platform was used to investigate physically embodied cells and
aggregates to account for the ﬁrst steps towards the evolutionary transition to multicellularity
[29]. Combining embodiment with explicit incorporation of matter and energy allows evolving
innovations in the emerging food web (generalism, ecosystem engineering, and detritivores).
The spontaneous emergence of self-reproducing programs [30] is so remote from biology, that
one cannot draw a deep lesson for evolution from it (T.J. Taylor, PhD Thesis, University of
Edinburgh, 1999).

hyperastronomically exceeds that of
individuals in the biota (i.e., the
number of possible types relative to
the number of individuals is larger
than the number of atoms in the
universe)
Zero-sum game: a game in which
the gain of one player is exactly the
loss of the other player.

Natural Systems: Chemistry and Life
Life is ontologically rooted in autocatalytic chemical (super)systems [31]. Chemistry is also
relevant because of its combinatorial complexity. The space of possible molecules is
indeﬁnitely large (for practical purposes, it is almost inﬁnite). Thus, even in a laboratory as
big as the Earth, one cannot physically realize all possible molecules and their reactions: during
the unfolding of the chemosphere, some domains will not be visited by pure chance. Existing
molecules occupy certain domains of the space of possible compounds. The ‘adjacent
possible’ refers to all further compounds that can be produced by a single reaction, one
at a time, from the existing molecules [32–34]. Chemicals that are not present cannot exert any
effect on the dynamics of the system. However, once a new molecule appears for the ﬁrst time
in the chemosphere, new interactions and further adjacencies emerge. Thus, the chemosphere
is a self-modifying system [35], a feature that biology has inherited, not discovered.
Biological heredity today rests on nucleic acids, which have a remarkable feature: unlimited
heredity [36]. This feature is necessary, but not sufﬁcient, for open-ended evolution. Assume,
for example, that a vast genotype space is mapped to a manifestly limited set of phenotypes.
Were this the case, genotypes could revisit previous states by drift without phenotypic change,
exhausting the phenotype space in limited time; hence, no progress, no open-endedness.

Is Evolution Progressive?
Day [3] established an intriguing link between theories of evolution and computation. He showed
how to map the state of an evolving biota to the natural numbers; thus, he regarded evolution of the
whole biota as a function of the natural numbers. The stunning conclusion is that one can, in
principle, have a predictive open-ended evolution theory only if evolution is progressive. Predictive
theory means that one should be able to decide which parts of genotype space will be visited and
which will not. Progress means that there is mapping onto the natural numbers so that, as a result
of evolution, one always obtains a larger number (Figure 1C). However, there is no necessary or
obvious link between this mapping and, for example, a measure of complexity [36]. In addition, this
notion of progress allows for evolutionary convergence [37] in parts of the biota and also for a
nonpredictive theory of open-ended evolution (discussed below).
In Day’s approach, everything revolves around genotype space, while assumptions about
genotype to phenotype mapping remain hidden. As discussed above, the mapping to phenotypes is crucial. Taylor (T.J. Taylor, PhD Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1999) drew attention
to a 1969 proposal made by Waddington [38] that is relevant for the quest for open-ended
evolution (cf. a list from 2014 [27] stating similar things in, we think, a weaker form). It is worth
quoting: ‘The complete paradigm must therefore include the following items: A genetic system
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Figure 1. Different Modes of Continued Evolution Stasis, Nonprogressive, and Open-Ended. (A) When evolution leads to stasis, the population ﬁxes speciﬁc
types and there is no notion of progress; thus, any indexing (i) also comes to a halt. Here, we assume as index the Hamming distance to an alternating pattern in the
current dimension, in this example, 100). The trait conﬁguration (ii) also ﬁxes. (B) Under continued but nonprogressive Red Queen evolution, different types are
continuously and recurrently explored, showing ﬂuctuations among the different types (i). Similarly, the trait conﬁgurations continuously change without any
conspicuous trends (ii). (C) When evolution is progressive, a particular measure (in this case symmetry of the trait conﬁguration) steadily increases (i); the conﬁgurations
of the traits show continuous change but in a subtler and structured manner (ii). In (A–C), we assume binary states for visual simplicity, but these might be quantitative
characters. (D) In general, the dimension of the trait conﬁguration is variable: a population at time T1 evolves in a restricted conﬁguration space (here in 2D). At T2 an
exaptation unfolds, but only at T3 does the population reach a region of conﬁguration space where the exaptation becomes effectively a new evolvable trait (the third
dimension) and the novel space of conﬁgurations can be explored. This effectively allows for open-ended, including progressive, evolution.

whose items (Qs) are not mere information, but are algorithms or programs which produce
phenotypes (Q*s). There must be a mechanism for producing an indeﬁnite variety of new
Q’*s, some of which must act in a radical way, which can be described as “rewriting the
program”. There must also be an indeﬁnite number of environments, and this is assured by
the fact that the evolving phenotypes are components of environments for their own or other
species. Further, some at least of the species in the evolving biosystem must have means of
dispersal, passive or active, which will bring them into contact with the new environments
(under these circumstances, other species may have the new environments brought to
them)’ ([38] p. 121).
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Innovations and Novelties
No ALife platform satisﬁes Waddington’s conditions. A notion of his proposal, which we
suggest calling ‘strong open-endedness’, is crucially expressed as ‘some of which must
act in a radical way which can be described as “rewriting the program”’. With this, we arrive
in the realm of evolutionary innovations and novelties, two seemingly similar but fundamentally
different notions [34]. Wagner [39] suggests distinguishing between three cases: (i) the
evolutionary innovation of a new functional capacity; (ii) type I novelty as the origin of a novel
body part; and (iii) type II novelty as a substantial modiﬁcation of a pre-existing body part.
Wagner states the link as ‘what is special about life and biology as a science is that we are
dealing with an open-ended creative process, and understanding this process of innovation is
one of the great intellectual challenges of current biology’ ([39] p. 76). The origin of novel
functions and novel body parts are distinct processes: whereas insect wings evolved as novel
body parts, dinosaur wings evolved as modiﬁed forelimbs.
A note on the philosophically tricky notion of function in biology is in order. There is the ‘selected
effect’ concept for the function of a trait. The effect for which the trait was selected or is
maintained is regarded to be the function of that trait [40,41]. A competing view [42] expresses
the ahistorical and nonevolutionary ‘causal role’ concept of function, which is more on the side
of functional morphology and developmental biology and provides evolutionary biology with a
mechanistic understanding of the characters whose change over time it attempts to explain.
Contemporary evo-devo should be consistent with both concepts of function to provide a
sensible and coherent understanding of novelty.

The Genetics Behind Innovations
Drift has [31_TD$IF]been often invoked as a fundamental [314_TD$IF]mechanism for the origin of innovations [43].
Recall that there are at least two facets of genetic drift. First, in ﬁnite populations, any new
mutation that slightly modiﬁes existing functions (and, therefore, ﬁtness) can arise de novo and ﬁx.
Second, polymorphic alleles explore the ﬁtness landscape because of ﬁnite-sampling ﬂuctuations. We argue that neither of these two factors leads to innovations. Drift can, at best, lead
to novelties discovered by facilitating access to ﬁtter regions in a Wrightian landscape [44,45].
These are not innovations as such, since, in this picture, the (static) ﬁtness landscape is prestated
and only adaptation of existing traits occurs. The case of gene duplications as innovations [45,46]
is arguable because the duplication itself is an exaptation that can result in innovations. Our focal
question is whether duplications themselves (or their new functions) could be anticipated.
Although we recognize the important role of drift as a mechanism to explore the genotype
space, thereby facilitating exaptations, innovations are more appropriately thought of as a
change of the landscape of phenotype-to-ﬁtness (Simpson’s view), possibly through the unfolding of new dimensions that reparameterize the trait state space (Figure 1D). Such reconﬁgurations do not happen by drift, whereas ﬂuctuating selection can provide the opportunity for
innovations by implementing new ways of interacting with the environment [315_TD$IF](see Table I in Box 1).
An alternative view is that populations occupy only a subspace in a vast embedding space that
parameterizes all possible traits. In this picture, innovations are seen as the population stepping
into pre-existing but unoccupied dimensions of the embedding trait space. However, we prefer
the former view because invoking a higher-dimensional embedding space, although seemingly
correct and equivalent to the ﬁrst model, suggests knowledge of what these extra dimensions
(traits) are, implying that it is fully [316_TD$IF]prestatable (although it is not). Thus, the ﬁrst view is a more
ﬁgurative metaphor of the non-prestatability of exaptations in the trait space (see below).

Exaptations Expand the State Space [317_TD$IF]Where Evolution Happens
Exaptations remind us that the state space itself can be regarded as open-ended: dimensions
can appear and disappear, and without ‘prior notice’. Evolution is a self-modifying process [35]
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since new dimensions and new rules are being generated as the dynamics unfold (Figure 1D)
and any given genotype can potentially and occasionally develop into different phenotypes.
Then, just as one cannot prestate all possible uses of a screwdriver, one cannot prestate all
possible exaptations (try!) [47] that could lead to novel adaptations and generate genuinely
novel niches for other individuals or species. Although evolution has algorithmic components, it
might not be algorithmic in toto [35,47]. This lack of computability entails some form of
nondeterminism and, therefore, the dynamics cannot be Newtonian (Box 2). It is justiﬁed to
ask where this inability to prestate phenotype space comes from. It was boldly suggested that it
is rooted, ultimately, in the inexhaustibility of combinatorial chemical matter (molecules and their
interactions) [48]. Thus, we claim that a necessary condition for strong open-ended evolvability
is unlimited heredity controlling a combinatorial space that is as least as versatile as chemistry,
in turn allowing for an indeﬁnitely large set of phenotypes showing innovations and novelties
largely mediated by developmental changes [49]. (It remains to be seen whether chemistry
must be carbon based [50].)
Examples of exaptations abound. An experimental case is Lenski’s long-term experiment
[51,52], where we could not have anticipated the Cit+ ‘contingent’ adaptation. However, once
a speciﬁc rare mutation came into existence, the evolution of Cit+ could be predicted with
astonishing mathematical precision when ‘replaying the tape’ (see also [53]). Clearly, the
argument in terms of a Wrightian landscape can be made a posteriori. We do not deny a
complex connection between the genotype–ﬁtness relationship and phenotype landscapes
[13,54]. However, the point in question is that we cannot predict innovations a priori only by
invoking exploration of a prestatable, static, and unchangeable ﬁtness landscape through drift.
Even in this microevolutionary example, before an innovation, the space where the landscape
sits is not fully deﬁned. Two further examples are worth mentioning. One is the evolutionary
recruitment of the various forms of the lens crystallins [55]: these originated from several
different proteins serving other functions, including small heat-shock proteins, a bacterial
spore coat calcium-binding protein, and some enzymes (such as lactate dehydrogenase
B, argininosuccinate lyase, aldehyde reductase, and aldose reductase). Lastly, the most

Box 2. Open-Endedness, Unpredictable Dynamics, Algorithmicity, and Computability
It is useful to consider in our context the relations among the notions of algorithmicity, predictability, and openendedness. Algorithmic processes could produce open-ended output, but this does not mean that outputs would be
predictable in a general and technical sense. Besides classical stochasticity and quantum uncertainty (the latter is
inescapable in the chemical domain), nonpredictability can still haunt fully deterministic, algorithmic processes. Classical
chaos (also ﬁguring in population dynamics; the discrete logistic map being perhaps the best-known example) naturally
comes to mind, which is fully deterministic but looks like random. However, if we look at outputs from two systems
(about which we are certain that they belong to the chaotic class) and we see that the time series of the jumping outputs
exactly match for m successive steps, then whatever the recursive rule is, the two systems must be equivalent. Even if
we know only that the phenomenon belongs to the chaotic class, without knowing the recursive rule, it is possible to
predict values in the short run (exponential divergence prohibits prediction in the long run). Surprisingly, some
deterministic systems are completely unpredictable [80]. In particular, consider the function Xn = P [uTZn], where P
[] is a periodic function, T is its the period, Q is a real number and Z is a number. This function can generate a chaotic
time series (with integer Z; for example, step n of the discrete logistic map can precisely be given by one such function!),
unpredictable sequences (with noninteger Z) and completely uncorrelated sequences (with irrational Z). By any sensible
rate, our ‘degree of surprise’ while looking at the subsequent outputs would increase in this order. Thus, there are
several ways whereby evolution could be algorithmic, but yield unpredictable states (including novel phenotypes,
innovations, etc.), since reverse engineering of function P from the output would be impossible. Evolution could be
nonalgorithmic if the state space itself emerges with the process in a generally unknowable way (hence, it is not
prestatable, unlike in physics; cf. [81]). We do not know how many such dimensions might become relevant, or in which
order they could arise. One way of putting this is as follow. Let Wn be the adaptive landscape at step n (taking, for
convenience, discrete steps as in [3]). Wn+1 = ’n (Wn,Gn) is the recursion that gives the landscape shape as evolution
proceeds as a function also of the genetic (or phenotypic) state of the population Gn. If evolution is nonalgorithmic, ’n is
not computable, in contrast to the function P described earlier, which is computable but (depending on Z) statistically
not necessarily predictable (even in the short run).
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grandiose example is probably that of the human mind, a problem that fascinated both Wallace
and Darwin [56] and that motivated the ﬁrst systematic studies of imitation in animals [57]. It
turns out that, for example, arithmetic and reading occupy reproducible locations of the human
brain despite the fact that those regions had evolved to serve different functions in the ﬁrst place
(cultural recycling of cortical maps [58]).

Is Evolution Nonalgorithmic?
It is important to consider in some detail in what sense evolution could be nonalgorithmic. In a
beguiling manifesto, Longo, Montévil, and Kauffman write ([59] p. 1383): ‘ . . . if we consider
the proper biological observable (crystalline, kidney), each phenotypic consequence . . . has
an a priori indeﬁnite and unorderable, hence algorithmically undeﬁnable set of potential uses,
not pre-deﬁnable in the language of physics . . . we cannot predeﬁne nor, a fortiori, mathematize and algorithmically list those uses ahead of time nor what shall come into existence in the
evolving biosphere. In other plain words, we cannot write down equations of motion for these
unprestatable, co-constituted, newly relevant observables and parameters in evolution’ (Box
2). Thus, there are no entailing equations of motion at the level of biology, which in this case
corresponds to the meta-level of [26]. Hence, there cannot be a ‘full’ algorithm for evolutionary
dynamics. This does not contradict the possibility that we might achieve one day an ALife
platform showing interesting open-endedness by including efﬁcient causes rendered from
foundational principles (e.g., a rich-enough chemistry and/or underlying physical laws).
Although these causes and principles can allow for open-ended evolution, novelties of increasingly complex organizations might, but will not necessarily, be deducible from them (see [26] for
an insightful methodological discussion of this problem). Post hoc identiﬁcation does not entail
prediction.
Note also an important difference between the views of Day and Kauffman: they operate in
different spaces: Day concentrates on genotypes, Kauffman on phenotypes. At a deeper level,
Day refers to a particular ordering, for Kauffman the possible uses (‘adaptations’) are unorderable. Is this a contradiction? First, note that Day’s mapping is only a necessary, but not
sufﬁcient condition for a predictive theory. Second, Kauffman’s view, if correct, would imply by
phenotype to genotype mapping (note that this is the reverse of the usual direction) that Day’s
mapping is impossible. Then, logically, there cannot be a predictive theory of open-ended
evolution.

Complexity
One can justiﬁably ask about the relationship between open-endedness and complexity.
Undoubtedly, the major evolutionary transitions have entailed, and enabled, further spectacular innovations and novelties [36,60], concomitant with an increase in complexity by any
sensible deﬁnition. Here, we arrive at a formulation that we call ‘ultimate open-endedness’;
namely, a ‘process in which there is the possibility for an indeﬁnite increase in complexity’
([26,61] p. 69). Standish ([62] pp. 1–2] makes the bold suggestion that, beyond a threshold
level, complexity might not limit open-ended evolution of forms, provided the attainability of
diverse forms increases exponentially with complexity, a relation that might or might not hold
(future work will need to answer this for us). This entails that there will be an exhaustible set of
innovations and novelties for systems of smaller complexity; thus, phenotype space will be
bounded. This is likely to be so. One can argue about the position of the implied ‘complexity
threshold’, where phenotype space will become indeﬁnitely large. Note that the origin of the
genetic code and the division of labor between nucleic acids has been suggested as a
material condition for open-ended evolution [61]. This is arguable if we accept that: (i) there
was an RNA world; and (ii) it innovated coded protein synthesis with the help of the ribosome
as a novelty [36], but certainly the emergence of the genetic code was a big enabling
constraint.
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Outstanding Questions

One must also consider the impact on the issues discussed here of evolutionary convergence,
which is apparently widespread [37], since it might limit the manifestation of open-endedness
[63]. Loosely speaking, the problem of convergent evolution poises the challenging question of
understanding how evolution solves search problems in sequence space (which are of
exponential complexity and apparently need exponential time) in polynomial time. McLeish
[63] suggests that the evolutionary space is structured in such a way that it can be realistically
explored in a reasonable time span. This resonates well with earlier counter-arguments against
exponential time suggesting that evolution does not operate on all possible ﬁtness landscapes
but speciﬁcally on biological ones, which tend to be sufﬁciently smooth [64]. Although on more
rugged landscapes search times can be slower, certain types of epistasis can speed up
evolution [65]. We do not think the phenomenon of convergence undermines our position,
unless it is dominant. First, it is common to ﬁnd that convergence at the phenotypic level rests
on idiosyncratic solutions at the molecular level [66]. This is important because it means that
subsequent evolution is more likely to be divergent. Second, given a widespread phenomenon,
such as vision, some eyes are convergent, whereas others apparently present unique solutions
[67]. Although from the engineering point of view, one could ﬁnd many potential uses of a gear
mechanism, the only case so far is used by a jumping insect to synchronize propulsive leg
movements [68]. On a larger scale, some major transitions are apparently unique, including the
emergence of the genetic code, the eukaryotic cell, and natural language [36], in which
idiosyncratic innovations and novelties abound. This warns us against accepting arguments
for convergence that [318_TD$IF]seem stronger than they are. Although successful innovations will ﬁnd
themselves on a nice emergent ﬁtness landscape and, thus, will spread, this alone does not
predict what these innovations will be, or that these innovations are common. The speed of a
process is different from whether it is algorithmic.

Would evolution come to a halt in the
absence of abiotic change?

The converse of the above discussion is effective open-endedness as opposed to theoretical
open-endedness [26]. The ﬁrst notion relates to what we can observe in a ﬁnite, real world.
Consider, for example, the generation of complexity by a major transition in individuality. Since
the biosphere as a whole cannot reproduce, there is a ceiling to such transitions somewhere
below that level. Therefore, by ﬁrst principles, there is no theoretical open-endedness in this
regard, but it is arguable that effectively there is such a phenomenon, because even after almost
4 billion years of evolution (paraphrasing Richard Feynman) ‘there is plenty of room up there’.

Concluding Remarks
Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorem, together with results of quantum mechanics and
general relativity [69], generated the eerie feeling that the bottom of the world has fallen out.
A century later, we might feel, by seeing the difﬁculties in rendering open-ended evolution in
simulation models and facing the possibly not fully algorithmic nature of biological evolution, that
the roof has also blown away. The road ahead of us looks perilous, but surely highly exciting.
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